Rules of the SUPERFINAL 2022
The main prize - CAR
QUALIFICATION - FRIDAY 25/11/2022
RIFLE
1 person
1 person
4 people
1 person
1 person
1 person
1 person

SUPERFINAL QUALIFICATION
The highest result in the Senior (Open) category
The highest result in the Junior (Open) category
Elimination to Superfinal for shooters which shoot
in eliminations minimum of: riffle -104,5; pistol - 97
Winner of competition Puchar Marszałka
Województwa Podlaskiego
Winner of competition Memoriał Patryka
Jakubowskiego
ORGANIZER'S REPRESENTATIVE
EXTRA PLACE - 26/11/2022

PISTOL
1 person
1 person
4 people
1 person
1 person
1 person
1 person

I.HIGHEST RESULT:

All international shooters have the opportunity to qualify for the Superfinal obtaining the
best result in category: Rifle Senior (Open), Rifle Junior (Open), Pistol Senior (Open), Pistol
Junior (Open)
II.ELIMINATION

TO SUPERFINAL:

Shooters have a chance to qualify to Superfinal eliminations by aquiring minimum one
series of 104,5 and higher in riffle, or 97 and higher in pistol.
Eliminations will take place on friday, after last relay shoot that day.
After each relay list of qualified shooters will be presented. There is 10 minutes protest
time after list appearance.
There will be separate elimination for pistol and riffle. Maximum amount of participants is
40 participants*.
Eliminations will be held by the rules:
●Preparation time and sighting shots: 5 minutes
●Time to fire a five-shot scoring series: 150 seconds
●Single shot: 50 seconds
●Shoot-off time: 530 seconds

COURSE:
●All shots are fired simultaneously by the shooters

(commands: Load, Start for all participants of the Final)
●After the first 5-shot competition series, the 20 shooters with the lowest series score are
eliminated.
●In the event of an identical score, the shoot-off decides.
● Scores are reset after the first series.
●After the sixth shot, the 5 shooters with the lowest shot value are eliminated.
●In the event of an identical score, the shoot-off decides.
● Scores are reset after each subsequent shot
●After the seventh shot, the 5 shooters with the lowest shot value are eliminated.

●After each successive shot, the 2 shooters with the lowest shot value are eliminated until 4

shooters remain.
● 4 shooters who remained in the competition advance to the Superfinal

*For organizational reasons, each elimination can be divided into two groups of 20 people
I.EXTRA PLACE:
●To take part in the game for EXTRA PLACE you need to purchase a "number".
●The cost of one number - PLN 20 - You can buy any number of numbers until

Saturday
26/11/2022 until 5:00 PM. (The collected amount will be donated to charity).
●The person whose number will be selected obtains EXTRA PLACE - the right to start in
the SUPERFINAL, which can be realized in person or through his representative.
●The main prize belongs to the owner of EXTRA PLACE, also in the event of a win by his
representative (in such a situation, the owner of EXTRA PLACE is obliged to pay PLN
5,000 to his representative)
●The award for obtaining the 2nd place in the SUPER FINAL belongs to the owner of the
EXTRA PLACE, both when he starts in person and when he appoints a representative.

I.ORGANIZER'S REPRESENTATIVE:
●The competition organizer selects

a representative who shoots on his behalf according to
the same rules as the representative of the owner of Extra Place.
●In case of winning the main prize of the organizer's representative belongs to Kaliber
Bialystok, which is obliged to pay 5,000 PLN for their representative.
●In case of 2nd place, the cash prize in the amount of 1999 PLN belongs to the
representative.

SUPERFINAL
Saturday 26/11/2022 at 19:00 Main hall
(Live on Youtube – Kaliber Białystok)
INFORMATION:
●18:30 – REPORTING
●18:40 – EQUIPMENT ON POSITIONS
●19:00 – PARTICIPANTS PRESENTATION - going through the stage and taking a seat in front of

their stands - facing the audience
(after taking your seat, you can wear your shooting gear)
●Preparation time and sighting shots: 5 minutes
●Single shot/shoot-off time: 50 secounds
●After each shot, the competitor with the lowest shot value in the rifle / pistol is
dropped out . In the case of a equal score, the Shot-off will decide the results.
COURSE:
●All shooters will fire the first 3 shots at the same time -

(commands: Load, Start for all participants of the Final)
● After the first shot, the 2 competitor who scored the lowest shot value separately in the
rifle / pistol are eliminated. In the event of an identical score, the shoot-off decides

After the second shot, the 2 competitors who scored the lowest shot value separately in
the rifle / pistol are eliminated.
● After the third shot, the 2 competitors who scored the lowest shot value separately in the
rifle / pistol are eliminated.
●

●

Consecutive shots are fired by the competitors, each one read out by name by the
judge, until there is only 1 representative of the rifle and pistol left
(commands: Load, Start only for the read-out participant)

● After

the fourth shot, the 1 competitor who scored the lowest shot value separately in the
rifle / pistol are eliminated.
● After the fifth shot, the 1 competitor who scored the lowest shot value separately in the
rifle / pistol are eliminated.
● After the sixth shot, the 1 competitor who scored the lowest shot value separately in the
rifle / pistol are eliminated.
●Final

Series - a shot between the best shooters with a rifle and a pistol will win the main
prize. Competitors shoot together.
The competitor who shoots the pistol receives a bonus of +0.2 to the value of the shot. In
the case of a perfect shot of a rifle shooter “10.9” and shots of “10.7”, “10.8”, “10.9” of a
competitor who shoots a pistol, a play-off shot is announced.

AWARDS:
●**

●1st place - main prize ** - car

The winner of the main prize is required to collect it after paying 10% tax on the prize. There
is a possibility of exchanging the non-cash prize for money in the amount of 8000 EUR (reduced
by the 10% tax).
●2nd place - cash prize in the amount of 1999 PLN

Surprise prizes for all finalists.

